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All during last week the spirit of competition was flourishing on Marian's campus as the annual Freshman class elections were taking place.

The election turned out to be one of the most unique in recent Marian history. Bob Cannon, a dapper young man who is in line for the presidential title, but only after a close run-off election with Bob Parke, a Marian resident student.

Also involved in the run-off election were vice-president, Terry Byrnes and Rosie High. This year, where taking place.

The final result of the close run-off between Bob Cannon, president, and Bob Parke, vice-president, was announced. Cannon, who is in line for the presidential title, was declared the winner by a narrow margin.

Finally, late Friday afternoon the Freshman votes were counted and the victors announced. They include: Bob Cannon, president; Bob Parke, vice-president; Rosie High, treasurer; and Joe Jarboe, student representative.

Seventy-five percent of the Freshman class turned out to vote, a record turnout for the annual elections.

The election was conducted in a spirit of democracy and fairness, with all candidates actively campaigning for the position.

All the officers share a great amount of enthusiasm towards their new offices. A little unsure of what their duties will consist of, all of them have promised to fulfill their responsibilities and represent their fellow freshmen to their highest capabilities.

ANNUAL CLEARANCE

Durst 606 Enlarger - real 19" x 25" including 50 and 75 mm. lens w/ base.

Simon-Omega Tabletop Dye-Vac black $450.00 for around $350. Needs average salary, benefits. Contact: Prof. Ralph E. Walton, Employment Manager (Briggerton Brass Company), P.O. Box 516, Phone: 244-2461, Ext. 208.

Computer Programmers—Any alumni who have experience in COBOL, Programming, Place of work: Indiana, Indiana. Contact: J.H. Diller, Supervisor, Professional Recruitment, Simon-Omega Corporation, P.O. Box 516, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.

Placement Office—College level work in accounting. Starting salary will be governed by the individual's qualifications but will probably be around $15 per week. Contact: Mr. Ralph E. Walton, Employment Manager, Bridgerton Brass Company, P.O. Box 516, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.

Salary: $25, $50 and $75 per week. Contact: Mrs. Judy Scherschel (professionals), Phone: 303-1527. Company: Guaranteed Student Loans, Private.

Manager Training—Bachelor's degree—any major in business, have market aptitude. Salary: $125, $150 per week. Contact: Mrs. Judy Scherschel (professionals), Phone: 303-1527. Company: Guaranteed Student Loans, Private.

Average salary, benefits. Contact: Prof. Ralph E. Walton, Employment Manager (Briggerton Brass Company), P.O. Box 516, Phone: 244-2461, Ext. 208.
Letters to the editors

Dear Phoenix,

In the Sept. 20 Editorial of the Carbon, Dave and I begin discussing the Marian College Community information concerning the status of student publications and the proposed changes involving them. We would like to take the opportunity to discuss further these proposed changes and their possible effects.

As stated in the Editorial, the report of the Self-Study Commission became available to Marian with a number of proposed changes. Among them was the change in the number of Study Committees under the control of the College Council. One of these committees will concern itself with Student Affairs Club and Student Publications. Presently Student Publications are under the jurisdiction of Student Board. This proposed change is of major concern to the editors of both the Phoenix and the Carbon and a number of questions have come to my mind. Will Student publications still reflect the views and attitudes of the students with the involvement of faculty and administration? What will become an editor's editorial policy when a committee such as the Student Affairs Committee has jurisdiction over such a publication? What system will be used to choose editors for Student Publications? These questions concern me greatly because I find that the chances of publications being used by other than student publications are present. I would hope that everyone who shares this concern voice his opinion on this matter.

Caroline Editors

What's happening in Doyle

Caroline Editor

by Dennis Laynor

Presently we are in the process of buying a color TV for the downstairs lounge, this will not only help out all the people who do not have TVs, but will also provide a place for more socializing for Doyle Hall residents and their guests. For while micros have also been acquired for the lounge downstairs. At the present time pool and ping pong tables are provided for use by the residents.
The main lobby in Doyle provides a pleasant setting for people to sit around and talk, study, or listen to the stereo. The front desk is open from 8:00 - 1:30 Sunday through Thursday, and 8:00 - 2:00 on weekends, but the lobby along with the recreation areas downstairs is open 24 hours a day for residents, guests, and people visiting the hall. This serves the function not as a place to meet and socialize during the day, but at night and on weekends after violation is over, when things are often just getting started.

All faculty, staff, and students are invited at any time in order to come and view the finished product. Also anyone wishing to provide input into the activity, such as holding some class or group discussion, is invited to do so, either by contacting me or one of the members of the Doyle Hall Council. Attempts, suggestions, or criticisms are always welcome from anyone in the college community.

One of my prime objectives as Residence Director is to make the exciting and exciting stimulating place to live, more than just a place to sleep or study, to provide an informal atmosphere where each resident can benefit the most, not only academically, but socially from his college career. Hopefully with the help of the RA's, the Doyle Hall Council, and all residents in the hall, this type of environment can be provided in Doyle Hall this year.

This end should always be our leading priority.

I wish that many people would keep this priority in mind. The importance of one human life should dwarf any thing else by comparison. It is my hope that people would pursue this aim in every way possible.

What's going on here? by Bob Moree

Once upon a time, Charlie Schmidlop turned on his TV set and learned about a gas shortage.

So did fifty million other people.

It was Johnny Cash who was telling Charlie about the gas situation, and he seemed to be hinting that Charlie could do his patriotic and moral duty simply by removing his chronic lead foot from his gas pedal from time to time. Charlie remembered that Johnny had sung "Folsom Prison Blues" with a girl's name, so he decided he'd slow down a bit.

So did fifty million other people.

In the late 1930's, Orson Welles broadcast his famous "War of the Worlds." It was a radio show about a Martian invasion. Hundreds of people, however, thought it was a real invasion.

A week or two ago, I was a movie made for TV. It was an extended edition of "Candid Camera." In one sequence, a man was stopping traffic before a sign that read "One Way City." The man informed married people that they couldn't cross the city. He instructed them to take alternate routes.

A lot of them did. It seems as if many people accept too readily the voice of authority, any authority. Furthermore, the authority of the machine seems to be questioned the least.

When I was ten, I read in my Weekly Reader that gas and oil would eventually run out. It made me nervous.

As a sudden, however, we have a gas crisis. I believe there is a serious problem, yet I also believe that it's possible to make a gas crisis merely by mentioning it five or six times on TV. I also have an inkling that the shortage was about as predictable as Halley's comet.

I continue to ask us to slow down if it is the morally correct thing to do. I have one prime objective as Residence Director, and that is to do the moral duty, or are their morals submerged in the almighty dollar? I feel mass transportation is the morally correct solution to many of the country's ills. If it became economically advantageous for people to take buses, the gas question and pollution would be greatly reduced. Highways would almost cease to tear up our environment. Most important of all, hundreds of lives could be saved.

In the past "day students" (commuters) have expressed concern about the disadvantages encountered by not being on campus. As a first step in an attempt to determine the concerns "day students" face today, and to consequently attempt to work towards alleviating the concerns, a questionnaire is in today's paper. All "day students" are requested to complete this questionnaire and send it to the Office of Student Services or deposit it in a box in the Information Office, (Main Entrance to Marian Hall).

Day Student Questionnaire Fall 1973

1. Number of hours for which you are enrolled
2. Age
3. Miles which you commute (one way)
4. Time involved in commuting (one way)
5. Do you need a ride to or from campus?
6. Number of hours you work per day
7. Married SINGLE Dependents
8. Are you interested in a Day Student Organization? Or periodic meeting times when you can express your concerns and generally discuss items of interest to you
9. What time is best for you... Day... Night
10. What is the best way to get information to you...
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Cheerleaders chosen

The cheerleaders for the Marian Knights for 1973-74 have been announced. They include Chris Auberry, Patricia Baumer, Annette Unser, Debby Yunker and Cathy McMillan.

Chris is a sophomore majoring in commercial arts. He is also a member of the drum and bugle corps and Booster Club.

Trish is a junior majoring in Physical Education. She is also a member of Booster Club.

Annette is a freshman majoring in drama.

Debra is a senior majoring in Elementary Education. She is a member of Booster Club and the Dean's List.

Cathy is a sophomore majoring in Child Psychology. She is also a member of Booster Club, the Drum and Bugle Corps.

PREVIEWS & REVIEWS

I Could Never Have Sex With Anyone Who Has So Little Regard For My Husband is not a dirty movie per se. A few filthy innuendoes are liberally strewn about, granted, but for the most part, the movie is hypnotical. The plot centers around two couples' attempt to find harmony, peace, and sexual awareness in a vacation community on Martha's Vineyard.

The script for the film was written by Dan Greenburg of the movie is hysterical. The script for the film was written by Dan Greenburg of New York; he is very much interested in subjects such as magic, Palmistry, Yoga, and many more.

To order your minds free for the imminent cloud of mid-term week, the Social Council is presenting a free concert at the Marian Hall Auditorium on Saturday night from 8:00-11:00 p.m. The concert will feature Mozart and the admission is free. Invite your friends as the concert is open to the public.

The Allison Mansion is Rick Scott's favorite attraction on campus. He is fascinated by it because it looks "expensive and old."

Mr. Scott received his B.A. from Indiana University with a double major in speech and theater. He is interested in working on his Masters, but is unsure of whether it will be in education or theater. Rick taught Stage Craft and Speech for two years at Lawrence Central.

A graduate of I.U., after two years at St. Meinrad College, Mr. Pugh has a double major in English and Psychology. He has previously done admissions work at St. Meinrad College. Michael is also very much interested in beginning work on his Master's degree.

Mr. Pugh's pastime consists mainly of sports, while Mr. Scott's interests lie with the arts. Michael Pugh, a native of Greenfield, spends his free time reading sporting magazines while aboard Apollo 11, he conducted a series of ESP experiments while aboard Apollo 11 for the February, 1971, Moon probe. Dr. Mitchell's discussion is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in the Convention Center Ballroom.

The whole affair seems to be pregnant with the promise of an interesting and informative experience (particularly for those of us who are ignorant of such matters).

Mr. Rick Scott playing rugby or participating in a fast game with the Indianapolis Red Team. Rick Scott enjoys working in theater. He designed and built sets for Lawrence Central and has helped out with community plays at Fort Harrison.

The new faces in Admissions are not those of the "big bad wolf" but rather two men with outstretched hands and a concern for utilizing Marian growth and become known to all.
Race for Intramural title tightens

The race for the Intramural title has tightened since last week with every team showing their potential winning strategy.

DEGENERATES 47
PLAYBOYS 0

The Degenerates finally came alive to show everyone their contending drive for the title of intramural champs. Jim Stockrahm threw 5 T.C. passes. Bickley was on the receiving end of 3, while Jerry Stockrahm and Dan Walker shared the other two. Walker also scored 2 extra points. Jerry Stockrahm then threw to Jim for another score. Ed Sherman added the point after.

BAD JOSES 33
DIRTY DOZEN 7

The Bad Joses played consistent football and look forward to next week's "clash" with the Lords. With guys like Martin, Ollier, Austin, and Burrett, how can the Joses lose, Lords?

VICE LORDS 25
STONED RANGERS 6

The Vice Lords looked physically tough Sunday, sneaking by the Stoned Rangers 25-6.

Bill Doherty led the Rangers with sharp passes and quick huddles. Dan Bauer and Jerry Kretchman were literally acrobating across the field to make key receptions. Kretchman caught their only tally after 11 plays within the Lords 10 yard line. For the Lords, Pat Zapp brilliantly found Jay Farrell open, needing 3 touchdown completions. Zapp followed one of the scores with his own extra point and Dave Jongleux added another point to his contending league score. The Lords seemed undisiplined in the face of key penalties thrown on them at crucial times. However, they did manage to get by the Rangers and also look forward to next week's match-up with rival Bad Joses.

The action has increased to a physically brutal height. Tempers are starting to flare and bones are being stressed. We're looking for a good one next week between the Bad Joses and Vice Lords. Good Luck!

ATTENTION SENIORS
Placement Conference
Offered Four Times:

- Thursday, October 11, 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
- Tuesday, October 30, 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
- Tuesday, November 6, 6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
- Wednesday, November 28, 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

in the Library Auditorium

Information Provided Will Include:
- the job market in general
- jobs for liberal arts majors
- developing a plan for getting a job
- services provided by Placement Services
- preparing credentials and resumes
- writing letters
- interviewing
- resource materials

START OUT RIGHT
ATTEND ONE OF THE CONFERENCES

Students wishing to send individual copies of the Phoenix to their friends must place an eight-cent stamp on it. The indicia is the Phoenix's special permit.

---
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